Evidence for the existence of hypothetical proteins in human bronchial epithelial, fibroblast, amnion, lymphocyte, mesothelial and kidney cell lines.
The human genome maybe limited to about 30000 genes whereas the human proteome may be represented by a rough estimate of one million proteins. A legion of proteins have been described and information about these structures are readily available in data banks. There remains, however, a large series of unknown or hypothetical proteins (HPs). Many of them have been predicted from nucleic acid sequences only and are therefore named predicted or HPs. Carrying out "protein hunting" by generating large maps of human cell lines, we aimed to find and identify HPs and provide an analytical tool thereof. Cell lysates from human bronchial epithelial, fibroblast, amnion, lymphocyte, mesothelial and kidney cell lines were prepared and proteins run on two-dimensional gel-electrophoresis (2DE) with in-gel digestion and mass spectrometrical analysis using the MALDI-TOF principle.16 HPs were found in these cell lines and some show cell-specific expressional patterns. HPs belong to several protein classes including structural, signaling, transcriptional/translational, chaperone-related and others. We furthermore provide analytical data i.e. pIs that were often different from predicted values in data banks.A list of HPs has been shown to really exist in several human cell lines thus contributing to knowledge on protein machineries and cascades. Observed and predicted pI values are given representing an analytical tool along with unambiguous identification of protein spots by mass spectrometry independent of antibody availability and specificity thus complementing established methods.